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4 new topics for FY2018/01 2Q. 

 

1st: RCWB received 「Propose Award」 at 「19th Developer & Tenant Award」 organized 
by Senken Shinbun    (繊研新聞社, Japanese Fashion Specialist Newspaper), which 
goes to the brand which are most wanted by the developers. 

RCWB’s wide range of customers at shopping centers was highly appreciated and 
resulted in the award. 
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2nd: Store openings in metropolitan Tokyo area. 

One of our midterm strategy is to focus on opening stores in Tokyo area where the 
economy is strong. During 2Q, especially new brands such as “AEVES” and 
“STACCATO” opened multiple locations at prestigious department stores and select 
shops in urban cities. 

 

3rd; rienda suelta (rienda’s sub line which sells non fashion apparel) launched a golf 
wear collection (licensed). Sports has been integrated more and more in women’s 
life style thus the opportunity in the sports apparel is growing. rienda’s golf life offers 
functional, glamorous and fashionable golf wear.  
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4th: 200th store opened in China.  

On July 8th, MOUSSY and SLY store opened at HKRI Taikoo Hui in Shanghai, newly 
opened prestigious shopping center. 

By the end of August, BAROQUE group operates 207 stores in China, on track for the 
store opening schedule. 
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For the 1st half is this year, JAPAN business has been mixed. Some brands such as 
MOUSSY and ENFÖLD had shown strong recovery while shopping center brands, 
especially AZUL by moussy, continued to struggle. Also, there was an one off system 
related incident while upgrading the EC system which resulted in decreased 
customer number for several weeks.  
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Oversea business for 1st half were on track. 

For China JV business,; 

China JV has 2 companies, retail (49% associate) and wholesale (51% subsidiary) 

Retail company recorded loss due to inventory write off and accounting 
schedule difference 

Wholesale company’s performance (sales and profit) exceeded the plan 

 Therefore, the performance of China JV business is on track  (Detail on P12) 

 

For US business; 

US business still recorded loss. However, surprisingly strong performance from 
wholesale business after launching oversea-limited high-end merchandise 
(Made in Japan denim etc) 

More than 100 accounts for wholesales. Started selling at Barney’s NY. 
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As discussed in the summary page, due to yet to fully recover Japan business, Sales 
as well as profit decreased yoy. 
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On the BS, the inventory is slightly lower than previous year due to improved 
merchandise cost (lower cost) and timely inventory write off for the excess inventory. 
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On Japan business some of FB/SB brands and Dept/Select Shop brands 
outperformed but SC brands are suffering from less customer traffic. 

For EC, the sales from company-owned EC site decreased yoy mainly due to the 
system upgrade related incident while third party EC continue to show strong 
growth. 
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From May, brands except SC brands started to show the recovery, yet more than 50% 
of sales comes from SC brands thus overall performance is still below previous year.  

SSS for August was announced on Sept 11th, and it’s 94.1%, narrowing the negative 
performance. 
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For China JV business, as discussed in the summary page, both wholesale (which 
Baroque consolidates) and retail sales (which JV partner, Belle International Limited, 
consolidates) are on track. 
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For the store expansion, 

In Japan, opened 17 stores, closed 16 stores, therefore the store number for the end 
of 2Q is 359. 

In China, opened 15 stores, closed 5 stores, therefore the store number for the end 
of 2Q is 197. 
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Reflecting the 1st half performance, FY2018/01 outlook is revised, but no change for 
full year dividend outlook of JPY38. 
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There are 4 main strategy for the 2nd half. 

 

1st: Launch “SHEL’TTER Passport”, members only point rebate system. 

With the Passport, aim to consolidate the promotion among brands for the 
maximum impact, improve the purchasing rate, and individually tailored marketing 
approach. 

 

2nd: New business model for SC brands. 

In order to grow out of traditional business model of mass production/big discount, 
new ideal SC business model needs to be established.  

 

3rd: Utilize new EC system. 

Now switched from outsourced system to own system, it’s easy to customize and 
utilize the customer database for the marketing automation. With web customer 
service and other online service, company EC site customer traffic should improve. 

 

4th: Reinforce ‘store to office’ information flow 

To quickly respond to the change in customer needs, make sure the idea from store 
staff to be reflected on time.  
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With the revised outlook, the payout ratio is 62.1%, which exceeds the original 
payout ratio policy of 30-40%. 

However, JPY38 is not changed considering weak performance is temporary and 
expecting quick recovery. 

 

Shareholder incentives is also not changed. 
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Midterm strategy (FY2018/01～FY2021/01, published on Mar 15th) is currently under 
the review 

Main points being reviewed are as mentioned. 

New midterm strategy is expected to be announced together with FY2018/01 result 
in March 2018. 
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